Provider Awards

REMEMBER: Provider nominations must be presented as a case study of the provider’s work on behalf of a client company. Provider awards will be given to the service providers, vendors and consultants ONLY; client companies are not listed jointly as recipients of these awards.

In 50 words or less, write an executive summary of the learning initiative and its results.
50 word (350 characters with spaces) limit.

How many learners were impacted by the described learning initiative?

Describe your client’s business challenges that served as the impetus of this learning initiative and partnership.
750 word (5200 characters with spaces) limit.

Describe the learning strategies devised to solve the identified challenges.
750 word (5200 characters with spaces) limit.

What specific actions were taken to design, develop, launch and communicate this initiative within the client’s organization?
750 word (5200 characters with spaces) limit.
Measuring the results: What was the ultimate impact of this learning initiative within your client’s organization? Include relevant evidence to support this.

750 word (5200 characters with spaces) limit.